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Introduction
Using Fortune’s Most Admired Companies survey data as
proxy for firm reputation, I find that reputable borrowers enjoy
lower borrowing costs and better loan contract terms: Relative to
otherwise similar loans, loans initiated after a firm being
recognized as Most Admired Companies are associated with 15%
lower borrowing costs, 6% fewer financial covenants, and 7%
lower likelihood of collateral requirements.
This paper identifies an increasingly important— yet unexplored
— determinant of firms’ borrowing cost: reputation. Evidence also
suggests that borrowers take advantage of their good reputation
status by increasing future spending on investments. The findings
have implications for managers weighing the costs and benefits of
building or maintaining their firm’s reputation.
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Identification Strategies

Identification Strategies (Cont)

1. Propensity Score Matching Analysis

3. Clean Reputation Measure

➢ Treatment group: Firms being recognized as " America’s Most
Admired Companies“
➢ Control group: the closest ﬁrm in the common support (Contender
ﬁrms) by propensity scores

➢ Estimate a model of MA scores (ranks) as a function of
ﬁve ﬁnancial and operating variables: operating return
on assets (contemporaneous and lagged one period),
industry-adjusted market to book, sales growth, sales,
and leverage.
➢ Use the residual from this model as the clean MA
scores (ranks).

Hypotheses
➢ Informed Lender Hypothesis
Banks are already aware of the private information contained in
firms’ reputation status, and they will NOT reward reputable
borrowers with better loan contract terms.
➢ Information Asymmetry Hypothesis
Fortune’s Most Admired Companies list, which aggregates
opinions on financial and non-financial performance from various
industry experts, can provide banks with new information through a
collective intelligence. Banks gaining valuable information from
firms’ reputation status thus incorporate it into loan contract terms.

2. Regression Discontinuity Design

Information Contained in
Reputation

Fortune’s Most Admired Companies
Since 1983, Fortune has sent out surveys to industrial professionals
and ask them to rate the 10 largest ﬁrms from her own industry
from 1 (poor) to 10 (excellent) on eight attributes:

Real Effects of Reputation on
Investments
Reputation:
➢ Most Admired scores/ranks
➢ Most Admired dummy: equals one if a firm’s MA score
ranks in the top half of its industry.

Cutoff: industry median score
Assign positive (negative) sequence numbers to firms whose
scores are above (below) their industry median and set the
cutoff as zero

Methodology & Baseline Results

Conclusions
➢ Relative to otherwise similar loans, loans initiated after a
ﬁrm being recognized as Most Admired Companies are
associated with better loan contract terms.
➢ Banks reward reputable ﬁrms with better contract terms
because this reputation proxy contains incremental
information on borrower future performance and credit
risk.
➢ Firms increase capital expenditures and R&D after
receiving the Most Admired designation.

